
Routine Field Maintenance for all Baseball/Softball Fields
Hemlock 1 - Hemlock 2 - Aiken 1 - Aiken 2 - Wilson Field

First and foremost it is expected that all GTAA coaches and volunteers, as well as parents and players
treat the fields and equipment with respect and care.

Fields should be used, maintained, and left for the next user as one would expect to be done for them.

We are extremely fortunate to have the quality complex of fields and facilities that we have in Green
Tree Park.  It is all of our responsibility to be good stewards of these facilities and ensure they remain a
bright spot in our community for years to come.

The following field maintenance is expected to be completed by coaches/assistants after every practice
and game.

1. Remove bases and store in the appropriate area of the field shed.
2. Insert base plugs
3. Using a large field rake, smooth and level(to the best of your ability),

a. The high traffic areas around each base.  A 5 foot radius is typically about right.
b. The area around home plate, batters boxes and catchers position. The right batters box

especially takes a beating over the course of the season so it’s important regular
attention is paid to raking this area.  DO NOT RAKE HOME PLATE.  Raking/dragging
the plate will damage the surface of the plate.

c. The mound area.  Be careful to not disrupt the shape/size of the mound. DO NOT DRAG
MOUND.

d. The high traffic areas coming out of each dug out.
4. Broom the field (Drag only as needed)

a. Starting Spring 2021, H1 and H2 will be equipped with a large “Field Broom” designed to
manually drag across the large areas of the field. In lieu of using the cart/metal drag mat
after each game/practice we are asking coaches to use the Field Broom to smooth the
playing surface.  Coaches should walk, dragging the broom behind, in a circular pattern
beginning on the outside and working in toward the pitchers mound.  DO NOT
BROOM/DRAG THE MOUND or HOME PLATE.

b. As needed/coaches discretion, the cart and drag mat should be retrieved and used to
drag the field.

5. Return all tools to their appropriate place in the storage shed and secure the field locks.

***NOTE: We recognize that over the course of a season, normal wear and tear will require more
extensive maintenance measures to address certain problem areas.  Batter’s boxes will need repairs as
will the pitchers mound and the areas around the bases. The GTAA board will ensure regular work is
done to address these areas, at times calling on volunteers to help out.  If over the course of a season
you notice a field/equipment issue that needs additional attention please contact the Board President,
Equipment Manager, or Commissioner.

As always, thank you for volunteering and your continued support and commitment to making Green
Tree an amazing place for our youth to learn and play sports.
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